
The Art of Developing Repeat Listenership.
Repeat listeners are vital to developing sustainability as an artist.

In today's ever-evolving music industry, artists are facing a crucial challenge: how to build a
sustainable career in the digital age. While streaming numbers have become the focal point for
many musicians and industry professionals, there's a fundamental aspect of artist development
that often gets overlooked: cultivating repeat listenership.

Repeat listeners aren't just passive consumers; they are the devoted fans who actively seek out
an artist's work, explore their catalogue, and eagerly anticipate new releases. They go beyond
the casual listener who stumbles upon a song in a playlist and then forgets about the artist.

Unfortunately, the music industry, including independent acts, has become fixated on vanity
metrics – those raw streaming numbers that make artists look popular but may not represent
true engagement. This narrow focus on sheer numbers can lead to misguided strategies that
hinder an artist's growth.

One of the biggest misconceptions is the obsession with gaining editorial support on digital
streaming platforms like Spotify. While being featured on prominent playlists might seem like a
major achievement, it doesn't necessarily translate into a loyal fan base. The majority of
listeners on editorial playlists are passive, meaning they generate streams but are unlikely to
meaningfully discover the artist.

In contrast, algorithmic playlists, such as "Daily Mixes," "Release Radar," "Artist/Release Radio,"
and "Discover Weekly," play a significant role in music discovery for an active audience. These
playlists offer artists a chance to connect with listeners who are genuinely interested in their
music.

So, how can artists develop repeat listenership? The key is to consistently expose their music to
the right audiences without solely relying on editorial placements. Spotify's artist growth system
operates on a tiered ladder, where artists move up based on their activity within and outside of
the platform. It's not about the technical aspects of music but about generating consistent
activity and engagement.

At the bottom of this ladder are new, inconsistent, or inexperienced artists, while globally
recognized artists sit at the top. These top-tier artists gain editorial support because they
generate significant activity and revenue. Spotify's primary concern is keeping its paying users
satisfied, and artists must actively create consistent activity to ensure their music reaches the
right people.



The true role of an artist is not about chasing playlisting opportunities to inflate their ego but
about creating meaningful, sustainable activity across multiple releases. This approach ensures
that their music consistently reaches the right audience, allowing them to develop repeat
listeners. These dedicated fans are more likely to buy concert tickets, merchandise, engage with
an artist's other music, and follow their social platforms.

In conclusion, the path to a successful music career in the digital age involves more than just
accumulating streaming numbers. Developing repeat listenership is the cornerstone of building
a sustainable and meaningful artist project. By focusing on the right metrics, fostering genuine
connections with fans, and consistently delivering quality music, artists can lay the foundation
for long-term success in the music industry.


